2017 spring/summer

C O V ER PIN K B A SE GE L

1.

New! Cover Pink Base Gel
Colored base gel
Unique development! Colored, flexible, soak off base gel with good
adhesion. Its color is identical with the most popular Cover Pink color. It
is extremely easy to handle, it can be spread easily on the nail surface.
Main characteristics:
1. Base gel of sculpted nails – we can avoid the staining (what can
occur in case of over-filing, or not filing the proper way), it makes the
nail regrowth-free; 2. Perfect for French gel polishing – no need for
another base color; with this we can skip a step; provides a perfect
surface for the application for the white color; 3. Durable nude gel
polishing – 2 layers of Cover Pink Base Gel + one layer of Clear/Top
0 CrystaLac.

cover pink base gel
base gel of
sculpted nails

We can avoid the staining (what can occur in case of over-filing, or not
filing the proper way) it makes the nail regrowth free.

2.

3.

cover pink base gel
perfect for french
gel polishing

cover pink base gel
durable nude
gel polsihing

No need for another base color, with this you can skip a step. It provides
a perfect surface for the application for the white color.

2 layers of Cover Pink Base Gel + 1 layer Clear/Top 0 CrystaLac.

A slightly sticky layer remains on the surface. Easy to soak off, the soak
off time of a nail created with this: approx. 8 mins.
Total cure time in UV lamp: 2-3 mins In LED: 1-2 mins

2

4ml

8ml

new!

4ml –
8ml –

New Cover Pink Base Gel-Cover Refill Hard Tan gel and Builder White II. Renewed gel by
(Balázsi Szilvia).

New Cover Pink Base Gel, Glowy Silver My Glow CrystaLac 3S27 3 STEP CrystaLac,
awhite Art Gel and Swarovski stones (Szilvia Balázsi).

The new Cover Pink Base Gel, the new Glassy Black Glassy CrystaLac, R7 Royal Gel
and black Art Gel Swarovski-stones (by Dóra Kesztyűs).
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G L A SS Y C R Y S T A L A C

With each CrystaLac color
you can create different
effects, so you can double
your color palette.

New! Glass effect
Glassy CrystaLac
Unbelievable glass effect!

Flexible and soak off gel polish, due to the glass effect you can create
different types of effects. They can be combined with any type of 3 STEP
CrystaLac or ONE STEP CrystaLac. Easy to use, just like the other 3
STEP CrystaLac gel polishes. Apply it to a refined or sticky surface,
then cover it with Super Shine Optic or 0/clear ONE STEP CrystaLac or
Clear/Top 0 CrystaLac. They work perfectly with top gels, for example:
Xtreme Top Shine, Top Seal, Top Seal Light.
Perfect for covering the whole nail surface and for creating nail art
patterns.
Total cure time in UV lamp 3-4 mins, 2-3 mins in LED.

Highlight the different
effects with Tiger Eye,
Chro°Me or ChroMirror
chrome pigment powder,
glass foil or mermaid
powder.

Only your fantasy is the
limit!

GLASSY CRYSTALAC STEP BY STEP NIKOLETT VÉTEK

G L A SS Y C R Y S T A L A C

1.

Sculpt the base layer with Cover
Refill Hard Tan Gel.

3.

2.

Cover the nail with 3S12 3 STEP
CrystaLac in one layer. Cure it for 30
seconds in LED lamp.

4.

4ml

new!
Apply Tig22 Tiger Eye CrystaLac as
the second layer, the use the magnet over the surface. Cure it for 30
seconds in LED lamp.

5.

In the
picture

Glassy
Green

4

Cover the nail with Glassy Green
Glassy CrystaLac. Cure it for 30 seconds in LED lamp.

6.

In the
picture

Glassy
Blue

Glassy
Pink

4ml
4ml
- ????
-

Glassy
Yellow

Paint the pattern to the surface with
the mixtue of R7 Royal Gel and 801
3D gel and a 0 Short brush. Then
sprinkle 131 acrylic powder into the
pattern. Cure it for 60 seconds in
LED lamp.

Glassy
Black

By Nikolett Vétek

Complete the design with Crystal
Pixie and Swarovski stones.

By Zsuzsanna Kakasné Drazdó
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3 S T EP C r yS T A L A C

3 S T EP C r yS T A L A C

NEW! 3 STEP CRYSTALAC
red - burgundy colors
Extreme durability and wonderful colors in 3 steps!

New! 3 STEP CrystaLac trend colors
2017 spring-summer
Extreme durability and wonderful colors in 3 steps!

Spring is finally here! It was enough from the snowy cold winter. The trees start to blossom and the
sun is shining more. So it is time to use the soft, creamy pastel colors! Get the 4 red-burgundy shades
– as they are eternal favorites –, and the trend colors of 2017 spring-summer season: the NEW 3S57
Punch frosting, what looks amazing both on muffins and nails. The NEW 3S58 Shimmering powder
and the NEW 3S59 Vivid Salmon are also the fashion colors of the season. The brave clients will love
the NEW 3S60 Mint liqueur!

Red is never enough – especially at a nail salon. As every client surely had red, burgundy
nails in her life. It was never easy to choose from the red shades. But this season it will be
impossible, as we brought you another 4 new hot colors:
4ml -

8ml -

new!

new!

In the
picture
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new!

In the
picture

3S54
Budding romance

3S55
Basic Instinct

3S56
Secret rendezvous

3S53 3 STEP CrystaLac, R1- and R7 Royal Gel
black Art Gel 29- big glitter powder készült (Edina Sikari)

3S53
Red Demon

new!

3S57
Punch frosting

In the
picture

3S58
Shimmering Powder

3 weeks
durability!

The new 3S57, 3S27 3 STEP CrystaLac, Matt Top Gel,
Swarovski-stones (by Gabó Kovács).

3S59
Vivid salmon

The most durable
professional solution!

4ml -

8ml -

new!

4ml

new!

8ml

new!

4ml

new!

8ml

New 3S60- and 3S59- 3 STEP CrystaLac,
4 SugarPowder (by Szilvia Balázsi).

In the
picture

3S60
Mint liqueur

Professional!
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o n e S T EP C r yS T A L A C

o n e s t e p C r yS T A L A C

New! ONE STEP CrystaLac trend colors
2017 spring-summer
Fast gel polishing, vivid colors

1S45
Punch frosting
(Super Shine
recommended)

new!

new!

In the
picture

In the
picture

1S46
American peanut butter
(Super Shine
recommended)

One step!
No need for
base and top
layer!

1S47
Tuscan sunshine
(Super Shine
recommended)

new!

4ml

new!

8ml

The new ONE STEP CrystaLac colors are the coolest colors of the spring. You won’t be disappointed
by the trend colors of 2017; every client will love them: they are the new 1S45 Punch frosting or the
other cream-dream color: the new 1S46 American peanut butter. Bring some sunshine to your salon
with the new 1S47 Tuscan sunshine or the seas breeze with the new 1S48 Surging blue shade.

In the
picture

1S48
Surging blue
(Super Shine
recommended)

No need for
cleansing!

Even better
solubility!

Raise their shine by applying Super Shine Optic!

8

4ml –

8ml –

1S47 and 1S48 ONE STEP CrystaLac (by Szilvia Balázsi).

1S46 and 1S48 ONE STEP CrystaLac (by Edina Sikari).
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o n e S T EP C r yS T A L A C f e d ő fé n y e i

3 S T EP C r yS T A L A C ala p - é s f e d ő fé n y e i

ONE STEP CrystaLac
top layers

3 STEP CrystaLac base layers

3 STEP CrystaLac
top
USE AS A TOP LAYER!

optiona

NEW

super shine optic

NO CLEANSING, SOAK OFF
SUPER SHINE
No cleansing, flexible, soak off,
clear shine gel with a brush. It has
been developed to increase the
durability and shine of the ONE
STEP Crystalacs. It has optical
brightening effect, so it brightens
the white and light colors, makes
the darker colors more vivid.

Cure time: 2-3
mins in the UV lamp,
1-2 mins in LED
4ml
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8ml

15ml

0/clear
ONE STEP CrystaLac

DURABLE, FLEXIBLE, SOAK
OFF, CLEANSING FREE
SHINE FOR CRYSTALAC
You can add an even more
durable
cover
shine
on
your
ONE
STEP
CrystaLacs
It
will
not come off or get matte. It
protects the fragile natural nails
like a transparent, shiny shield
for 2-3 weeks. You do not even
have to buff thanks to its strong
adhesion ability (We recommend
the New Soft Touch Buffer, it will
not
weaken
the
natural
nail).
Cure time: 2-3
mins in the UV lamp,
1-2 mins in LED
3ml

8ml

-

NEW! Cover Pink
Base Gel

Unique development! Colored, flexible, soak
off base gel with good adhesion. Its color is
identical with the most popular Cover Pink
color. It is extremely easy to handle, it can be
spread easily on the nail surface.. A slightly
sticky layer remains on the surface. Easy to
soak off, the soak off time of a nail created
with this: approx. 8 mins.
More info at page nr.2.

Cure time in UV lamp: 2-3
mins
in LED 1-2 mins.
4ml

8ml

-

base GEL

Flexible, soak off, extremely strong
adhesive gel for the classic (3 Step)
CrystaLacs. Use thinly in order to
reach the perfect adhesion and
better solubility

Cure time in UV lamp: 2-3
mins
in LED 1-2 mins.
4ml

8ml

15ml

Color Up! Base Gel

color tuning ” under
3 step Crysta Lac !
Softer, white, flexible, strong adhesion
base gel, especially under 3 STEP
CrystaLac gel polish. Soaks off
perfectly. Easy to use. Apply thinly in
one layer. Easy to apply withthe soft
brush. Under the3 STEP CrystaLac it
gives extra vivacity to the colors.

Cure time in UV lamp: 2-3
mins
in LED 1-2 mins.
4ml

8ml

-

Builder Base Gel

the strongest adhesion
CN base gel
Incredible strength of adhesion, new
development: say goodbye to a
hesion problems even in case of the
most problematic clients. Easy to
apply, a bit more dense, the shorter
brush makes your work more even.
Apply under CrystaLac, but in this
case the solubility will decrease,
because of the stronger adhesion.

Cure time in UV lamp: 2-3
mins
in LED 1-2 mins.
4ml

-

15ml

CLEAR/TOP 0
CRYSTALAC

Sealing layer for 3 STEP CrystaLacs,
soak-off,
flexible,
durable and super shiny! They
give a long lasting shine for the
CrystaLacs. Apply thinly in order to reahc better solubility!
Cure time in UV lamp 2-3 mins,
in LED 1-2 mins (depending on
the lamp).
CN tip:
Do not overcure the 3 STEP
CrystaLac, so the top can adhere perfectly!
Cure time in UV lamp: 2-3
mins
in LED 1-2 mins.
4ml

8ml

15ml
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Almond nails with Satin-metal color gels by Melinda Drozdik

colo r g e l

New! Satin-metal
color gels
Soft, golden shimmering: these are the main characteristics of the satincreamy color gels. You can use them for creating the free edge, or you
can cover the whole nail surface with them.
4 breathtaking, real spring-summer dream colors:

new!

Satin - metal

5ml

In the
picture

309
Miami pink

In the
picture

310
Thai Orchid

311
Malibu blue

1.

Prepare the natural nail plate. After
pushing back the cuticles, shorten
the free edge, then refine the nail
surface with 150/150 Professional
zebra file. Remove the dust, then
apply Spray Prep and Acid Free Primer. Thinly Apply Builder Base Gel
to the nail. Cure it for 2-3 mins in the
UV lamp.

3.

Create the nail bed extension with
Rocky Cover LightGel. The product
should be thicker at the smile line
area, and thinner at the cuticle area.
Cure it for 2-3 mins in the UV lamp.

5.

5ml -

12

4ml - ????

colo r g e l

Apply the Xtreme Butterfly from according to the almond shape. Create the base layer with Titanium and
Nero Merlo III. brush. Cure it for 2-3
mins in the UV lamp.

4.

Create the nail bed enhancement with
Pink Builder Hard Gel. Cure it for 2-3
mins in the UV lamp. After cleansing,
file the smile line with an Xtreme
150/150 (blue) file and the nail surface with a Professional 150/150 blue
(zebra) file.

6.

312
Tahiti green

Create the free edge with 311 Satin-metal color gel, in 2 layers. Cure
it layer by layer for 2-3 mins.

3ml version
Limited edition! 3ml –

2.

New 311 satin-metal color gel
(by Melinda Drozdik).

Fill the level differences with Titanium gel. Cure it for 2-3 mins. After
cleansing, create the final shape of
the nail with Professional 150/150
blue (zebra) file, then refine the nail
surface with an Acrylic refiner with a
Pink core. Apply Xtreme Top Shine
to the nail surface.
309-satin-metal color gel(by Barbara Magyarosi
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r oyal g e l

r oyal g e l

New! Royal Gel trend colors
2017 spring-summer
No cleansing color gels in one layer!
The soft powder shades never go out of style, so this spring will be
about the soft, creamy pastel shades and colors. The wardrobe of the
clients will be full with these soft shades, so you can bravely use them
on their nails. Show them the new R96 Punch frosting what harmonizes
perfectly with the new R97 American peanut butter. The new Honey
dream is a wonderful trend color what you can combine with the new
R100 Blue lagoon. The new R99 Coral green is not only good for nail art,
but for covering the whole nail surface.

new!

4,5ml

New R96-Royal Gel-lel, 808 3D gel, full sticker new chrome Stamping Lacquer (by Vétek Nikolett).

No cleansing
colors gels in one
layer

In the
picture

R96
Punch
frosting

R97
American peanut
butter

R98
Honey
dream

R99
Coral
Green

R100
Blue
Lagoon

4,5ml Limited edition!
3ml –
4ml - ????
14

New R96-Royal Gela 808- 3D gel and Art Gel (by Ágnes Sebestyén).

Cover Pink powder. Nail art: R21-and R97-Royal Gel, black Glassy CrystaLac, Rosegold Stamping Lacquer, 808-3Dgel, Fine Silver
ChroMirror cherome pigment powder, 2-and 46-os One Move paints and beads (Gabó Kovács and Barbara Magyarosi)
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colo r p owd e r

colo r p owd e r

New! Color powder –
new size!
Fine grinding, strong pigmentation
optimal cure time

5 real client favorite colors, with good coverage. Now available both in
7g (10ml) and 3,5g (5ml) versions.

new!

3,5g (5ml)

In the
picture

11

G12

18

3,5g (5ml) –

131

In the
picture

Bestseller colors in
a small 3,5g (5ml)
version!

165

COLORPOWDER
165 and 31-es color powder (Dóra Kesztyűs).

16

Extreme color
brightness and
coverage

COLORPOWDER
165 powder, Swarovski-stones (by Gabó Kovács).

COLORPOWDER
31-powder(by Gabó Kovács).
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t r e n d colo r s k i t s

New! Trend Color Spring-Summer 2017 3 STEP CrystaLac kit
Irresistible colors of the 2017 spring-summer season.
Magnificent trend shades for the trendy clients.
new!

new!

new!

new!

new!

Trend Colors
Spring-Summer
2017
royal Gel kit

Trend Colors
Spring-Summer
2017
color gel kit

Trend Color
Spring-Summer
2017 3 STEP
CrystaLac kit

Trend Colors
Spring-Summer
2017 ONE STEP
CrystaLac kit

Trend Colors
Spring-Summer
2017 color
powder kit

The kit contains:
R10, R20,
R63, R73

The kit contains:
59, 87,
214, 294

The kit contains:
3S28, 3S29,
GL125, GL145

The kit contains:
OS19, 1S27,
1S32, 1S33

The kit contains:
18, 80,
FD11, FD13

R10

R20

59

87

3S28

3S29

OS19

1S27

18

80

R63

R73

214

294

GL125

GL145

1S32

1S33

FD11

FD13

4x4,5ml
18

4x5ml

4x4ml

4x4ml

4x3,5g (4x5ml)
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b e s t s e ll e r colo r s k i t s

New! Bestseller Color Spring-Summer 2017 3 STEP CrystaLac kit
Client-favorite spring-summer salon hit bestseller colors.
new!

new!

new!

new!

new!

new!
Bestseller
Colors
Spring-Summer
2017
Royal Gel
kit

new!
Bestseller
Colors
Spring-Summer
2017
color gel
kit

new!
Bestseller
Colors
Spring-Summer
2017 3 STEP
CrystaLac
kit

new!
Bestseller
Colors
Spring-Summer
2017 ONE STEP
CrystaLac
kit

new!
Bestseller
Colors
Spring-Summer
2017 color
powder
kit

The kit contains:

The kit contains:

The kit contains:

The kit contains:

R34, R80, R85, R86,

The kit contains:
GL115, GL124, 3S14, 3S15

OS2, OS32, 1S29, 1S30

37, 84, 161, fd7

R34

R80

21

215

GL115

gl124

OS2

OS32

37

84

R85

R86

296

531

3S14

3s15

1S29

1S30

161

fd7

4x4,5ml
20

21, 215, 296, 531

4x5ml

4x4ml

4x4ml

4x3,5g (4x5ml)
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New! Crystal Sugar dust
decorative glitter
Small decorative grain dust for sugar effect technique. You can make
special sugar effect with full nail surface and larger samples. It looks like
your guest had dipped her finger in colored icing sugar. You should put
this in fixation-free light layer then cure it completely. Available in four
super cute colors.

NEW!

SugarPowder NailArt STEP BY STEP by ÁGNES SEBESTYÉN

n a i la r t

GLASSY
CRYSTALAC Step
by Step
2.
1.

n a i la r t

New!
Nailfetti decoration spangle
Create the base with Cover Pink
acrylic powder. Apply the NEW R99
Royal Gel in one layer with a Nero
Merlo 0 brush. Cure it for 30 secs in
the UV lamp.

3.

Paint a triangle with R74 Royal Gel
and a 0 Long brush at the lunula.

Create a color gradient with the
R61, the NEW R99 and R74 Royal
gels. Cure it for 30 secs. Cover the
whole nail surface with Xtreme Top
Shine, cure it for 2 mins.

Mixed sized and colored, disc-shaped nail decoration. It should be
installed in sticky surface (in gel polish or artificial nail). After bonding it
requires coverage. Four kinds of playful compilations.

4.

Sprinkle Sugar Powder nr. 2 into the
triangle, then cure it for 1 min in the
UV lamp.

NEW
In exclusive black jar.

5.

6.
In exclusive black jar.

In the
picture

Sugar Dust
1

Sugar Dust
2

Sugar Dust
3

Sugar Dust
4

Cover Pink acrylic powder, R61, R74, R99 Royal Gel, Nail art: Sugarpowder nr.2 , white Art Gel and 1 Crystal mermaid powder (by Ágnes Sebestyén).
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Paint a V-shaped pattern with White Art Gel and the used Royal gel
mixture. Sprinkle Mermaid powder
nr. into the pattern, then cure it for 1
min, in the UV lamp.

With the NEW R99 Royal Gel paint a
wider V shape. Sprinkle SugarPowder nr. 2 into the pattern. After curing
it, remove the excess powder with
a dust brush. Finally, fix Swarovski
stones with Brush On Gel Tip Glue.

Nailfetti
1

Nailfetti
2

Nailfetti
3

In the
picture

Nailfetti
4

S58 3 STEP CrystaLac, Nail art: 4- Nailfetti , 4 Sugar powder (by Szilvia Balázsi).
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oth e r c r y s tal n ov e lt i e s

oth e r c r y s tal n ov e lt i e s

New!
UV/LED express lamp

New! Xpress Light magnifying
desk LED lamp

Easy to use, small sized, snow white - pearl colored UV/LED lamp with high power (36W) which hardens
underneath it all types of material. Semi-circular shaped, open backed, feather-weighted lamp with high
performance 18 pieces UV / LED bulbs. Optional with motion sensor or push button off and on. Perfect choice
for beginners, students and professionals, too. Timing: 30 seconds, 60 seconds (+ 100 seconds - motionsensing switch-on)
Accessories: AC Adapter

Adjustable on three points, lightweight frame, snow white colored, magnifying desk lamp with bright LED lighting. Pivoting positioned head
which can turn up and down in 180 degrees and rotate side to side in
360 degrees. With touch brightness controller: increase or decrease the
brightness with pressing the switch longer. The lamp magnifies the things
three times bigger, not distort.
Accessories: AC adapter, clamping vise for fixing the table top and a
wrench.

New! Magic Bulb UV/LED bulb
With pink illuminating light, speeding up the bond, 9W-performance UV/
LED bulb. Every type of material will cure underneath it all. Slot pink
colored. It can be rotated in 270 degrees at the bottom of pipe socket
so you can shoot at the right angle.

NEW!

CN tip: Recommended for the following machines: Crystal UV
lights, tunnel lights, UV lamp EURO.

NEW!

1 year Crystal guarantee

NEW!

CN tip: Use the same way as white LED bulbs. You can combine
the bulbs: put 2 UC tube on sides and 2 Magic Bulb on the top. Or
put 4 Magic Bulbs LED tube because these pipes binder all type
of materials.

There are no dead spot: the light
reaches the nails from every
direction. It does not disturb the
eye.

1 year Crystal guarantee

CN tip: Together with the trolley bay
is perfect for stand.
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Illustration
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NEW!
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3S57- 3 STEP CrystaLac-R6 Royal Gell, full sticker and micro rhinsetones (by Gabó Kovács).

C R Y S TA L FA S H I O N

oth e r c r y s tal n ov e lt i e s

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

In exclusive
black jar.

New!
White - Black
apron

New!
Pink - Black
apron

new!
Display Tips Cover Pink Oval

New!
Crystal Nails clear nail
form

New!
Micro sized
rhinestone

New, stylish Crystal
Nails apron in white –
black color with white
Crystal Nails logo.

Pink – black Crystal
Nails apron with the
ordinary Crystal Nails
quality and design.
New,
very
stylish
formation with pink
logo.

Ideális formájú és méretű tipek,
díszítések gyakorlásához. Cover
Pink színe miatt nem igényel
külön alapszínt. 50 db azonos
méretű tip egy dobozban.

Especially developed for salon shape and lengths. Clear Crystal Nails
nail form with unique design and bigger adhesion surface. The white
and color gels can be cured from below as well. As it is clear, the light
can easily pass through the form, so the cure of the nails will be faster
and more perfect. Size: 66x65 mm; the length of the free edge: 29 mm.
30pcs –
250pcs –

Smaller than size SS1. Rhinestone in rainbow color.
Size: 1 mm.
<1mm

50pcs –
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1S29- ONE STEP CrystaLac-kal, white r Art Gel and tfull stickers (by Melinda Drozdik.)

oth e r c r y s tal n ov e lt i e s

NEW!

NEW!

1.

NEW!

NEW!

2.

1.

2.

NEW!

NEW!

1.

1.

New!
Mixing palette

New!
Display Portfolio Book

Lockable, practical mixing palette with 12 separate
metal washer. You can easily store and deliver the paints
which you do not need every day after painting of a
throw-unused amount. The metal pads are magnetic,
such disassembly and individually cleaned with ease.
With Crystal Nails logo.

Sophisticated appearance, lacquered, snow white colored, magnets
ruled portfolio book which can keep your tips up to 120 pieces. As it
can be closed the light does not reach the tips so they do not fade or be
contaminated. The tips include are the same length as salon nails so the
guests can help you in the selection. (The Display Portfolio Book does
not include the tips, you can buy them separately.)

New!
Full flower stickers
Wonderful stickers with flower patterns, what you can use on large
surfaces. If you apply them on the whole nail surface cut them
according to the nail shape, then with the help of water remove them
from the sticker base. Fast and spectacular nail art in minutes. Choose
your favorite pattern from the wide range of stickers.

New!
Brush holder, with 2 sides
2.

New! Metal underlay
for mixing palette
10pcs/package –
28

Portable brush holder with hard cover. Its specialty that
you can store your brushes on both sides. You can
separate your acrylic and gel brushes, or the builder and
nail art brushes. With embroidered silver Crystal Nails
logo.

2.

New!
Tips for Display Book
120 pcs/box –
29

oth e r c r y s tal n ov e lt i e s

New!
Powder-free,
disposable nitrile
rubber gloves

New! Unique Crystal Nails nail stamp discs
Unique nail stamp discs, with 12-12 different patterns
With the help of the unique and special nail discs you can easily create
wonderful nail art in seconds.
2 types of discs:
Textures
Paradise

1.

1.

Plastic card:

2.

Nail stamp, clear

3.

Nail stamp disc: /pcs

Perfect quality, super elastic, black nitrile gloves.
They have pleasant touch and are lightly powdered.
100 pcs in a box. Available sizes: S, M, L.

2.

100pcs –

CN tip:
The color of the One Move acrylic paints can be
seen better, if you paint them on the surface of the
gloves.

Unique nail stamp discs with 12-12 different
patterns.
Wonderful nail art designs, within seconds!!

NEW!

3.

Size: s

Size: m

NEW

30

701- Moonlight effect color gels black Stamping Lacquer (by Melinda Drozdik).

NEW

Paradise

Size: L

Textures
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nail trend

nail trend

magazine 2017

W
NE

!
W
3S58
SHimmering
powder
3 STEP
CrystaLac

AMERIcan
Peanut Butter

NE

NE
312
Tahiti green
Satin-metal
color gel

W

!

!
W

!
W
NE
R99
Coral green
Royal Gel

On the list of 2017 color trends we can find this beautiful mint green, at first sight it may seem strange for a
nail color but believe us, you will love it. If you will have this color on your nails you will really feel the spring
freshness, vitality and the calming effect.
Choose the new color 3S60-as 3 STEP CrystaLac if your clients prefer the gel polish. With the new glass effect
Glassy Green CrystaLac you can highlight the green nuance. For a gorgeous look you can use the Glassy Green
CrystaLac on any base color. To create the free edge use the new satin metal color gel 312, or use the R99-es
Royal Gel for covering the whole nails. Believe me, you will love it!
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The trend color of
2017

1S46
American
peanut
butter
ONE STEP
CrystaLac

NE

!

!
W

!
W
NE

NE
3S60
Mint liquer
3 STEP
CrystaLac

Green
Glassy
3 STEP
CrystaLac

The trend color
of 2017

Mint green

magazine 2017

R97
American
peanut
butter
Royal Gel

3S43
Pink nude
3 STEP
CrystaLac

Sweet, creamy, spreads on bread or pancakes, and has peanut brown color. What is it? It is obvious: peanut
Butter. This special peanut butter shade, will be in trend all year. We are happy to have this nice nude shade
because several client like the natural nail bed color.
Let the clients “taste” the new 1S46 ONE STEP CrystaLac, or create the base with the new R97 Royal Gel. The
one who love to glitter, suggest the new 3S58, or a no-sparkling version: the 3S43 3 STEP CrystaLac.
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R96
Punch
Frosting
Royal Gel

A soft shade powdery pink. An elegant and feminine pale dogwood pink nuance. Definitely will be the favorite
color this year, a mignon punch shade that will remind you of your childhood. Perfectly fits to shades of gray,
dare to combine the colors!
Use the new 3S57-es 3 STEP CrystaLac, and for base layer use R96-os Royal Gel. If your clients have just half
an hour and if they love the glitter, show her the ONE STEP CrystaLac OS56 color. In this season also the 3S42
3 STEP CrystaLac is a must have color.
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Trend effect of 2017

3S42
Aster
3 STEP
CrystaLac

OS56
ONE STEP
CrystaLac
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Trend
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Glassy
Red

Glassy
Yellow

Glassy
Black

The super cool effect of the spring-summer season is the glass effect. You surely know the Tiffany lamps, you
can easily create nail art decorations similar to them, with the help of the new Glassy CrystaLac. You can also
apply them to any base – artificial nail or gel polish –; with each Glassy CrystaLac color (black, pink, green,
blue and yellow) you can create a totally new effect : Highlight the different effects with Tiger Eye, Chro°Me or
ChroMirror chrome pigment powder, glass foil or mermaid powder. Only your fantasy is the limit!
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If I do not arrive alone…

5.
professional article
Salon etiquette, action-reaction: what the clients do
and how can the nail technician react
Perfect client? Well, raise your hands: who met them? Let’s admit they are very rare, that is why we need to establish some salon rules to
avoid any misunderstanding.

1.
I’ll be late…

For every nail tech it is a „nightmare” if the client is late
(even if is not the client’s fault) because she will not
be ready in time. So if you are late 5- 10 minutes you
must be aware that the nail tech may not have time to
make you a difficult complicated nail art decoration.
If you see that you’re going to be late, make the call,
send an sms. If you can not show up, let her know as
soon as possible.
If you cancel your appointment five minutes before
the scheduled time, it will be impossible to call
another client who is on the waiting list. If you are
sick, it’s best for your health and the health of others
that you stay home.

What can the nail tech do?

Ask your client to leave earlier, because anything can
happen on the way to salon, the bus can break down
or you can have trouble finding place to park.
To make sure that the client will not forget
the appointment date write her a Crystal Nails
appointment card. Or you can call her or write here
an sms the day before. It is better to make sure that
she will come, rather than to sit for 2 hours without
a client.

2.
What design should I choose?

You should think about the design when you are
on your way to the nail tech. If you use the public
transportation check the Facebook page of Crystal
Nails, and the pictures uploaded there. You will
definitely find a design what you will like. If you don’t
find anything there, check the Instagram site as well.
Show the desired design to your nail tech, and if you
are still puzzled, leave the design to her. If your nail
tech uses Crystal Nails products, you will adore your
nails!

What can the nail tech do?

Give her some Crystal Nails catalogs, so she will find
the design she likes. You can also ask her about her
style, mood…etc. If you know her well, you know her
color and nail art preferences. Another tip: show her
your Display Book or Portfolio box, until you create
the preparation of her nail plate, so she can choose
something she likes.

Booking an appointment…

4.
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It’s not a problem if you do not book your next
appointment before leaving. You can choose surely if
you do not let the booking to the last minute. Because
if you forget, it will be only a matter of luck to get the
appointment… If you missed Fortuna’s good graces,
you will not have an appointment. If there is no space
then there is no space. No, they cannot „make”
space for you even if you are on top of your head.
If the situation is SOS, unfortunately not even then.
All you can do is ask your nail technician to call you
immediately if a date is released.

3.

6.

Sure enough, ask your nail tech about the petallowance. Not all nail salons are pet-friendly. If you
take him/her, you can watch out to avoid disturbing
anyone. Small children have the similar situation, too.
Be sure to ask her about what would be when you
take anyone with you.

I do not urge her and not using
my mobile phone!
It’s not good to work while your client is urging you.
In addition, the material will not cure more quickly if
you are in hurry somewhere. If you use your mobile
phone, we are sure you will be not ready in time. If
you put out your hand out of the lamp the material
can start wrinkling and your nail tech should start the
whole process from the beginning.

What can the nail tech do?

You should inform her that you love animals but she
can only bring her pet if it will be calmed and quietly
sleep through the appointment. If the salon is large
enough and a baby trolley fits, she can bring her
baby. There are baby-friendly salons which can be
important selection criterion for a mother. However, it
is definitely important for her to understand that if her
baby is crying she cannot pick her baby up because
her hands are reserved.

What can the nail tech do?

Sweetly smiling to the client then apply a new layer
what the client ruined.

I would like to pay…

Always keep smaller denomination with yourself, just
to be sure. If the 2 previous clients payed with bigger
denomination, the nail tech might not have change.
You can give tip, if you want, but it is not a must. She
will not be offended if you pay exactly as much as she
asked for. The price is fixed, there is no bargain. And
there is no credit: the nail tech is not a bank.

What can the nail tech do?

Put your price list to a clearly visible place where
the client can have more information in advance
about the prices. For example, if she finds out the
decoration she wants at that moment, you will know
what is included in One Move flowers or how much
the crystals or pearls will cost. In addition, it’s really
important for the clients to know the prices of gel
polish or nail extension for next time.

What can the nail tech do?

I predict that nowadays every nail technician has lot
of clients so she should book an appointment. I might
write the appointment on an appointment card. If the
client unexpectedly calls a weeks later and would
like to get an appointment as soon as possible, she
will be added to a waiting list. If the client falls out
(something comes up to her, sickness, etc.), we can
also notify and receive her.
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